
27. Some delegations, on the other hand, expressed the view
that the formulation in respect of State liability to provide for
compensation did not really cover the case of State responsibility and
thus State liability for wrongful acts.

28. The other element in this part relates to the Fund itself.
The Report of the Ad hoc Working Group of Legal and Technical
Experts envisages the establishment of an International Fund which
would be available both for compensation and for financing prompt
response measures in emergency situations. The Ad hoc Working
Group has recommended that these two aspects of the fund be
operated in a compatible manner. It also proposed that the said Fund
would be fmanced by appropriate levies from the persons involved
in the generation, transboundary movement and disposal of wastes,
such as generators, exporters, importers, carriers, disposers and/or
States as well as from voluntary contributions. With regard to the
question of imposing appropriate levies some delegations were of the
view that levies on States should be assessed on the basis of the
volume of their wastes that undergo transboundary movement. A view
was also expressed that the fund could be financed by contnbutions
from States Parties and that voluntary contributions may also be
obtained from sources that States consider appropriate.

29. The Ad hoc Working Group has requested the UNEP
Secretariat to undertake a study of factual issues that bear on the
financing operation and management of the fund on the basis of
some twenty-four questions identified by the Group. This set of
questions which are addressed to both substantive and procedural
aspects of the financing, operation and management of the Fund
could be said to address themselves to the following aspects viz. (i)
the personality of the fund; (ii) the Quantum of the Fund; (iii) the
basis of levies and collection thereof; (iv) mechanism for assessing
damage and compensation for damage; (v) claims; and (vi) accounting
procedures among others. Several of these questions overlap.

30. Part Three of the elements which might be included in a
protocol on liability and compensation entitled 'Procedures' ide'ntifies
six elements relating to claims procedures; the jurisdiction of domestic
courts; applicable law; mutual recognition and enforcement of
judgement; relationship of the Protocol to other bilateral, multilateral
and regional arrangements; and the date of application.

31. As regards claims procedures it has been proposed that claims
for damage should primarily be made through domestic courts. It was

'Dted out in this regard that the question of which body or entity
po~ be given the legal capacity to act as a plaintiff for claims of
~:mage, to the environment in areas beyond the national jurisdiction
from the transboundary movement of hazardous wastes should be
considered. A view was also expressed that claims may also be brought
before an international tribunal and that claims between States other
tban those not involving State commercial activities should be addressed
in accordance with Article 20 of the Basel Convention.

32. The Ad hoc Working Group has also recommended an
internationalized approach for the assessment of clean ups and remedial
action costs, as well as for a valuation of environmental damage e.g.
(8) Domestic Courts assisted by an international technical advisory

body to be consulted on an optional or a mandatory basis;
(b) In the case of an international fund, the administration of the

fund is to be guided by the recommendations of an international
technical advisory body;

(e) A combination of (a) and (b);
(d) An international commission with exclusive jurisdiction.

Technical assistance from parties, provided bilaterally or
multilaterally, could play a useful role.
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II
(i) Introduction

IV. Status and Treatment of Refugees

The above topic was initially referred to the AALCC by the
rnment of Egypt in 1963. In its Memorandum referring
topic, the Government of Egypt while indicating the legal

es for consideration stated that apart from humanitarian
~:;"""'''iderations, the status and rights of refugees raised several issues

mutual interest to the member States of the AALCC and that,
fore, the AALCC's views would be invaluable in understanding
refugees problem.
At the sixth session of the AALCC held in Cairo (1964), the

';,':.,.,... was taken up for consideration on the basis of a preliminary
presented by the Secretariat and a Memorandum furnished by

Office of the UNHCR. Subsequently, at its eighth session held
gkok (1966), the AALCC adopted certain principles concerning

tatus and treatment of refugees, commonly known as 'The
k Principles (1966)'. These principles have since been widely
in the practice of States and were taken into consideration

~_.ulating the basis for the United Nations Declaration on
• I Asylum adopted in 1967.

~}.)\_bse:ouently, at its eleventh session held in Accra (1970), the
considered and adopted an 'Addendum to the Bangkok

·ples'. This addendum contains an elaboration of the right to
of any person who because of foreign domination, external
ion or occupation has left his habitual place of residence. In

COntinued efforts to improve upon the Bangkok Principles, the
C at its twenty-sixth session held in Bangkok (1987) adopted
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the 'Burden Sharing Principles' as an additional set of principles to
supplement the Bangkok Principles.

I. Addendum to the Principles concerning Treatment of Refugees

(as adopted by the Committee at. its Eleventh Session in the
Seventh Meeting held on the 27th January, 1970)

WHEREAS it appears to the Committee on further consideration
that the Principles adopted at its Session held in Bangkok in 1966
mainly contemplated the status of what may be called political refugees
who have been deprived of the protection of their own Government
and do not provide adequately for the case of other refugees or
displaced persons :

AND WHEREAS the Committee considers that such other
refugees or displaced persons should enjoy the benefit of protection
of the nature afforded by Articles IV and V of those Principles :

NOW THEREFORE, the Committee at its Eleventh Session
held in Accra between 19th and 29th January 1970 resolves
as follows :

1. Any person who because of foreign domination, external
aggression or occupation has left his habitual place of
residence, or being outside such place, desires to return thereto but
is prevented from so doing by the Government or authorities in
control of such place of his habitual residence from which he was
displaced.

2. It shall accordingly be the duty of the Government
or authorities in control of such place of habitual residence to facilitate
by all means at their disposal the return of all such persons as are
referred to in the foregoing paragraph and the restitution of their
property to them.

3. This natural right of return shall also be enjoyed and facilitated
to the same extent as stated above in respect of the dependants of
all such persons as are referred to in paragraph 1 above.

4. Where such person does not desire to return, he shall be
entitled to prompt and full compensation by the Government or the
authorities in control of such place of habitual residence as determined,
in the absence of agreement by the parties concerned, by an
international body designated or constituted for the purpose by the
Secretary General of the United Nations at the request of either
party.
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If the status of such a person is disputed by the Government
5 . Lresid if• h o·ties in control of such place of habitua resi ence, or I_~tO . d· h~ th r dispute arises, such matter shall also be determine , 10 t e

any 0 eof agreement by the parties concerned, by an international
~esignated or constituted as specified in paragraph 4 above.

sd/-
N.Y.B.Adade

President

N(J'tKhe addendum was adopted by the Commi~tee subject to
~rvations made by the. ~Iegates of I~d~a and G~ana
regarding the universal application of t~e principles ~ntamed
in the Addendum as recorded in the minutes of the Sixth and
Seventh Meetings of the Committee.

Addendum to the Status and Treatment of Refugees-Report of
CommiUee

(As adopted at the Twenty-sixth Session of the AALCC in Bangkok
13 January, 1987)
The topic 'Status and Treatment of Refugees' was originally

.iIlI~mc:dto the Committee for consideration by the Government of
Arab Republic of Egypt in 1962. The subject was s~udied "'?th
assistance and cooperation of the Office of the United Nation

Commissioner for Refugees and was deliberated upon at the
mmittee's Cairo (1964), Baghdad (1965) and Bangkok (1966)
ions. At the Bangkok Session, the Committee made its final
mmendations in the form of a set of eight principles (subsequently

as the Bangkok Principles) which inter alia contained the
UIIIIIDitj'ioID of the term 'refugee' and certain norms on the question

right of return, right to compensation, minimum standard
Ift:IllblllPnt,obligations of refugees, expulsion and deportation.

topic was taken up for further consideration at the request
Government of Pakistan at the Karachi Session in 1969 and

at the Accra Session in 1970 where the Committee adopted an
um' to the Bangkok Principles. The addendum contained an
tion on the 'right to return' of any person who, because of
domination, external aggression or occupation had left his

I place of residence. At its seventeenth session in Kuala Lumpur
6, the Committee considered a related topic, namely, Territorial
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Asylum in the context of preparations for a United Nations Convention.
Thereafter some proposals were received from the Office of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees in 1980 that the
Committee should revive consideration of the subject in the context
of new developments that were taking place in the practice of States
to deal with refugee situations.

At the Tokyo Session (1983) after a general exchange of views,
it was decided that the AALCC's Secretariat should prepare in
collaboration with the Office of the UNHCR a study on the principle
of burden sharing as also another study on the doctrine of State
responsibility in relation to the problem of refugees. A paper setting
forth the evolution of the principles and norms on the question of
burden sharing as developed through practice of States was accordingly
placed before the Kathmandu Session and was discussed in the Plenary.

In the light of the exchange of views and the material placed
before the Committee during the deliberations of the Kathmandu and
Arusha Sessions the conclusion could be drawn that the principle of
international solidarity in dealing with the refugee situations and the
concept of burden sharing in that context appear by now to be firmly
established in the practice of States. This development in the field
of humanitarian refugee law is attributable largely to the international
concern in the context of the United Nations Charter to preserve
human life, to diminish human suffering, to provide for the well being
of all men and to assist States in providing protection and assistance
to refugees and in seeking solutions to the problem of refugees.
Furthermore, there has been a growing trend towards finding durable
solutions to the problem of refugees and for international assistance
to relieve the burden of the States faced with large scale influx of
refugees.

The Committee, having regard to the aforesaid considerations
decides to make the following recommendations as additional principles
to supplement those contained in the Bangkok Principles of 1966 :
I. The refugee phenomenon continues to be a matter of global

concern and needs the support of the international community
as a whole for its solution and as such the principle of burden
sharing should be viewed in that context.

II. The principle of international solidarity and burden sharing needs
to be applied progressively to facilitate the process of durable
solutions for refugees whether within or outside a particular
region, keeping in perspective that durable solutions in certain
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. need to be found by allowing access to refugee'tuatiOns may . . . I d .
SI . tside the region due to political, socia an economicin countnes ou ,
considerations. .

. . I of international solidarity and burden shanng shouldThe pnnclp e f ..
plying to all aspects of the re ugee Situation,be seen as ap . ds

. di the development and strengthemng of the standar ofmelu 109 . d assitreatment of refugees, support to States i~ protectlOg an assisting
f the provision of durable solution and the support of

re ug~, I bodies with responsibilities for the protection andinternatlona
assistance of refugees. .
International solidarity and cooperation in burden sh.anng should
be manifested whenever necessary, through e~ectlve concrete

asures in support of States requiring assistance, whether
~~OUgh financial or material aid or through resettlement
opportunities.

tv.

sd/-
Vaikundha Samruatruamphol

President

During the period under review, i.e., 1987 to 199~, the focus ~
discussion within the Committee has been on the following two aspec
of the topic viz. Thn Rights and Duties of a Refugee in the Country of Asylum- e

Principle of Non-Refoulement; and ..
(ii) The Establishment of Safety Zones in the Country of Origin for

the Displaced Persons.

is and Duties of 8 Refugee in the First Country of Asylum-The
pie of Non-Refoulement

d i B'" (1990) the AALCC. g the twenty-ninth session hel 10 cijmg d .
~.leQtod the Secretariat to carry out a study of the rights and ut~est

f lAd' ngly the Secretana~.I~ugees in the first country 0 asy urn. ccor. I. ' . f the
"'.lIIiI:tared a study and presented it to the thirtieth session 0 .

-- •.a..A...,Cheld in Cairo (1991). The study analysed in-depth. the nghts
joyed by a refugee under the 1951 Conventi~n relatmg t? ~h~
tus of Refugees. Some specific rights such as the nght o~r~patn~~e

the right to indemnification under the Bangkok Pnnclpl~ .
examined. In addition, the study also highlighted the obliganons

the first country of asylum towards the refugees. On the question
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of duties of a refugee, the study underscored the fact that it was
the duty of a refugee to refrain from participating in any political or
subversive activities. It also higWighted that the country of asylum
should not encourage or sponsor any subversive activities against the
country of origin or any other country to achieve limited political
gains since this would be contrary to the purposes and principles of
the Charter of the United Nations as well as the spirit of good
neighbourly relations amongst States. However, the study did suggest
an exception to this norm for the sake of national liberation movements
and the right to self-determination of the oppressed peoples. The
AALCC commended the Secretariat study and directed the Secretariat
to prepare a further study on the rights and duties of a refugee in
the first country of asylum with particular emphasis on the principle
of non-refoulement.

Establishment of a Safety Zone in the Country of Origin for the
Displaced Persons

During the twenty-fourth session of the AALCC held in Kathmandu
(1985), the Delegate of Thailand at the conclusion of the discussion
on the question of 'Burden Sharing' proposed that the AALCC should
initiate a study on a closely related aspect, namely the possible
establishment of safety zones for refugees or displaced persons in
their country of origin. The Thailand Delegate reiterated his request
at the twenty-fifth session held in Arusha (1986) and suggested that
the establishment of safety zones for refugees or displaced persons
in their country of origin would lessen the burden for the international
community and to some extent might alleviate the refugee problem
particularly if their safety in their country of origin was guaranteed
and their well-being assured by the international community. He
proposed that the study might focus attention in particular on the
follOwing issues :

(i) The circumstances under which safety zones could be established
in the home country of refugees or displaced persons;

(ii) Whether neutral bodies like international organisations should
be entrusted with the responsibility for management, food, medical
care and security in the safety zone; and

(iii) The status of the safety zones.

At the twenty-sixth session of the AALCC held in Bangkok (1987),
the Secretariat presented a preliminary note on this topic based on
the guidelines provided by the Thai Delegate. At the twenty-seventh
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AALCC held in Singapore (1988), a revised note was
•.-.cion of the Se t 'at reflecting therein the comments and
- b the ere an Sessi A hpresented y d b ther delegates at the Bangkok Ion. t t e
_•.•••,.rvations ma. e Yho Thai Delegate further elaborated on the
uu- Session teal ed h
Singapore .' conce t of safety zones. He express t e

roposal regardmg ~:e for ~isPlaced persons in their country. of
~.:-v that a safety h as no reason for not accord 109y-~ 11 f asible as t ere w
origin was lega. yet' al protection as that granted to the refugeesthe same mterna Ion .
them in the existing Convention.
as dermed I f the UNHCR felt that the concept

However, th.e Obs~rvehr or of human rights and refugee lawlex ISSUes in t e areas . d
raised comp .. t of humanitarian law. He pointe out
as well as from the Vlew-r

m
nceptually similar to the neutralized

that although the pr~~~ 7~07 the Fourth Geneva Conv~ntion of
zone envisaged by . 60 f its Protocol I there were differencesded by Article 0 I, .
1949 ~ exten ... al refu ee. According to him, any ?otIon
when It came to an individu fhereof fleeing persecution m the
that an asytu?I. se~kerldo~rr~~~red to d~lay the asylum request ~nd
country .of.ongm s ou where they had genuine fear of persecution
to rem am m the count? . . of human rights and refugee law
no contrary to the baSIC proVislon~claration on Human Rights, w~re
which, apart from the Universal kc k P' . les He was of the view
reflected in the AALCC's Bang 0 nncI~ed' as an asylum option
that the proposal had so f?r ?ee~ presen lum Protection granted
which was contrary to t,he mstItutIo~ cf ;~~risdiction by his national
to a' foreign national a~a.mst .the exercls~~ ~~rding to him, another
State was the key proVISIOnm refugee .hil the roposal assumed
point of practical significance was th:~ w let ~nsistent with the
that safety zones were for refu~e.es, t IS was stood to be outside the
refugee law. A refugee was traditionally unde~. 'I himself of

. d bl or unwilling to avaiCOuntry of his nationahty an una e I ons for whom safety
the protection of that country. Consequefnt y, ~.rs the usual sense as

. d Id not be 're ugees 10l.Onea Were intende wo~ f ., He therefore, expressed
they WOuld be within their ~untry ~ ong~:ties 'and protection to be

view that the legal regime of nghts, d to be different
oed in the safety zones would nee
I to persons I instruments

that prescribed in the basic refugee instrumen . essed
in f of the concept but exprSeveral delegates spoke 10 avo~r h d liberations the Secretariat

bts about its viability. At the end 0 tee h' to ic,
directed to prepare a further study on t IS p. k

.di a concrete frameworAccordingly, a further stu.dy. ~ro~om!ncretize the concept ofCOntaining the following 13 pnnclp es
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safety zones was presented by the Secretariat to the twenty-eighth
session of the AALCC held in Nairobi (1989). However, several
delegates at that session expressed the view that since the question
of safety zones involved many political issues, the item should be
deferred to a future date, a decision was taken to that effect. However,
during the thirtieth session held in Cairo (1991), the AALCC taking
note of the current importance of the item decided to include the
item once again on its work programme, and directed the Secretariat
to prepare a study for submission at the next session.

The thirteen principles are as follows :
(i) a Safety Zone may be established with the agreement of the

State concerned, through a resolution or recommendation of the
United Nations;

(ii) the safety zone should be akin to a demilitarized zone or a
neutral zone and immune from any type of hostile activities and
may be established by notification of a specified geographical
area or areas;

(iii) the safety zone should be under the international supervision,
control and management to provide international protection to
the persons residing therein;

(iv) the United Nations may be called upon to designate an
international organisation for administration and supervision of
the zone;

(v) the participation of the State of origin and other neighbouring
States, who are likely to receive the mass exodus, may also be
associated in the supervision of the safety zone;

(vi) the designated international agency shall be responsible for
providing food, shelter and medical care and for this purpose
shall invite voluntary organisations to render assistance to the
extent necessary. The cost of operation shall be met through
voluntary contribution of States, governmental and non-
governmental humanitarian organisation;

(vii) the armed forces and civilian authorities, particularly those within
the State of origin shall fully respect the special status of the
zone so created;

(viii) the government of the state and all authorities shall respect the
special status of the zone and afford all assistance to ensure the
safety and security of the persons granted temporary asylum
therein;
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C) a limited international security maintaining force may be crea
vt for the sole purpose of maintaining law and order in the safe',.

zone;
(x) the persons seeking asylum in the safety zone would be disarmed

and they would not be allowed to participate in any type of
military activities or guerilla warfare or insurgencies against any
State and the residents in such zones should not be a military
target of any State;

(xi) the safety zone, thus established under international supervision
would be of a temporary nature;

(xii) the persons who have sought asylum in such zone, shall be
provided with the facility to seek asylum in a different country;

(xiii)if normalization is restored in the State of origin and the
international agency in charge of the safety zone is satisfied that
the conditions are favourable, the persons residing in such zones
shall be provided with all facilities to return to their permanent
place of residence.

AALCC-UNHCR: Workshop on International Refugee and Humanitarian
Law in the Asian-African Region to be held in New Delhi

The AALCC in cooperation with the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) had arranged to convene a
workshop in New Delhi in October 1991. The workshop was expected
to be widely represented. Broad issues were likely to be considered
relating to the contemporary refugee phenomena and a variety of
specific concerns facing Governments in the two regions.
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(ii) Decisions of the Thirtieth Session (1991)

•••• Item "Status and Treatment or Refugees"

The Committee taking note of the study prepared by the
Secretariat on the "Status and Treatment of Refugees; Rights and
Duties of a Refugee in the First Country of Asylum" and further
taking note with appreciation of the Statement of the Representative
of UNHCR,

Decides that the Secretariat should continue its study on
the question. of Rights and Duties of a Refugee in the First country
of Asylumwith particular emphasis on the principle on non-refoulement,

Decides to place the item of Safety zones for Refugees on the
agenda of its 31st session and directs the Secretariat to up-date the
study on the topic,

Expresses the hope that the "Workshop on International Refugee
and Humanitarian Law in the Asian-African Region" to be held in
. ew Delhi with the co-operation of the Office of UNHCR sometime
III September/October 1991 would be attended by all member-

rnments,
And further decides to place the item "Status and Treatment of

Refugees" on the Agenda of the Thirty-First Session of the Committee.
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(Iii) Secretariat Study: Status and Treatment of
Refugees: Rights and Duties of a Refugee in the Firs

Country of Asylum: A Preliminary Study

I. lotroductioo
The coming together of men in an organized society entai

\Yillingnessto achieve a common purpose, the purpose of what Aristo
referred to as living well. This purpose helps men in fulfilment in

joYDlentof certain given conditions necessary for the developm
realisation of human personality. For example, in the absence

opportunity for free expression of opinion, a man cannot realise 1
self. In fact, Rights are the sum total of those opportuniti

ensure enrichment and development of individual personal"
. has observed that "Rights, in fact, are those conditions of soc
lthout which no man can seek, in general, to be himself at I

Nevertheless, Rights may not be absolute always. Rights sho
linked with socially desirable conditions. No man, for instance, Ii

right to murder or steal because in so doing he infringes on otH
rsons right to life and property. That means reasonable restrictia

t be imposed on one's right so that a person does not trespa
the domain of another person's right. There has to be a mut

·••.;:-··..•.•...•.oect for each other's right. Consequently besides enjoying cert
rights, a person has also the duty to respect the other perso

is on an equal basis. Hence, the enjoyment of rights involves
i.e. respectful observance of the fundamental canons of soci

. . In other words, both Rights and Duties are the two sides
same coin and go hand in hand.
The American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Me

ed at Bogota in 1948 reads :

"PREAMBLE
"All men are born free and equal, in dignity and in rights
and, being endowed by nature with reason and conscience,
they should conduct themselves as brothers to one another.
"The fulfilment of duty by each individual is a prerequisite to
the rights of all. Rights and duties are inter-related in every
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social and political activity of man. While rights exalt individual
liberty, duties express the dignity of that liberty.
"Duties of a juridical nature presuppose others of a moral
nature which support them in principle and constitute their
basis.
"In-as-much as spiritual development is the supreme end of
human existence and the highest expression thereof, it is the
duty of man to serve that end with all his strength and
resources.
"Since culture is the highest social and historical expression
of that spiritual development, it is the duty of man to preserve,
practice and foster culture by every means within his powers.
"And, since moral conduct constitutes the noblest flowering
of culture, it is the duty of every man always to hold it in
high respect.
Generally, Rights may be classified into two major sub-divisions:

(1) Moral Rights and (2) Legal Rights. Bearing in mind the scope
of the study emphasis will be laid on legal rights. Legal rights are
those prerogatives enjoyed by citizens or aliens which may be enshrined
in the State's constitution or sanctioned through the instrumentality
of its legal code or which has become corpus of generally recognised
principles of international law. Those legal instruments could be either
the Constitution of the State or an international convention which
the State has adhered to, or which reflect customary international law.

Further, Legal Rights may be classified into (i) Political and
(ii) Civil Rights. Political rights are those prerogatives, recognised and
guaranteed by the law of the State which ensure the participation of
the .citizens of the State in the exercise of the sovereign power of
the State. Thus, it may be stated that Political Rights are the devices
which entitle a citizen to share powers indirectly. In a democratic
society the citizens exercise their power through the ballot which is
a direct access to the sources of authority. For this reason most of
the democratic Constitutions are introduced with the sentence "We,
the people of " which signifies that sovereignty lies with the
nationals of the State. Therefore, right to vote, right to contest
election, right to public office and right to petitition are some of the
notable political rights enjoyed by the citizens of the State. From the
above it may be derived_that political rights are meant exclusively for
the citizens of the State which are the bed-rock of a democratic
polity and entitles them to share the sovereign power of the State.
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alien, including a re~ug:e, who. is not part of the ~rocess ?f
An haring, directly or indirectly, 10 the State of residence IS,

powe~ s not entitled to enjoy any political rights. They are only
therelore, . h . h h d . . lif Thtitled to enjoy certain ot er rig ts to ave a ecent CIVICILe. ese
e~ .: . hts are meant for the growth and development of the human
CIVICrIg . I . 1 barri Th .ality transcendmg al nationa arners. ese prerogatives are
person . hi h i I d . .as "Civil Rights". Every human being, w IC me u es cinzens
kn~~iens, is entitled to enjoy civil rights without which no person
an :ttain his best self. The mental and spiritual development of a
:man being is possible only through the enjoyment of these rights.

Among the most important civil rights some may be mentioned
ucb as right to life, right to liberty, right to education, right to

~om of thought and expression, right t~ p~operty,.r~ght to contr~ct,
right to religion, right t? freedom of a~~OClatIOnand. ngh~ to equality.
All these rights are enjoyed by the cinzens and aliens 10 the State.
But in many cases it is observed that the aliens including a refugee
may not enjoy the civil rights to an extent a citizen of the State
enjoys. For example a citizen under the right to freedom of association
may form a political party and under right to freedom of thought
and expression may criticize the government and its policy. On the
other hand, an alien, including a refugee may be not in such a
privileged position to do so at par with a citizen.

Certain reasonable restrictions may be imposed for an alien. An
alien, including a refugee may only form a non-political association
and air grievances which only concern them. For this reason it is said
that a refugee is entitled to enjoy certain minimum civil rights. When
we say minimum it implies that a refugee should enjoy the civil rights
with certain reasonable restrictions. These minimum civil rights which
a refugee is entitled to are enshrined in the 1951 convention Relating
to the Status of Refugees.
. For understanding the "rights and duties" which a refugee enjoys
In tb~. first Country of asylum, it would be useful to refer to the

finilion of the term 'refugee' as given in Article 1A (2) of the
1 Convention Relating to Status of Refugees.

Definition of the term "Refugee"

ArtiCle 1A(2) of the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of
gees defines a 'Refugee' as a person who :

-As a result of events occurring before 1 January 1951 and
Otving to well founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of
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race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social
group or political opinion, is outside the country of his
nationality! and is unwilling to avail himself of the protection
of t?at country; or wh~, not having a nationality and being
outside the country of his former habitual residence as a result
of such events, is unable, or owing to such fear, is unwilling
to return to it."
.The 1967 protocol relating to the Status of Refugees in

Article 1(2) omitted the time restriction "As a result of events
occurring before 1 January, 1951 and ...." in Article lA(2) of the
1951 Convention for determining the status of refugees. Further
the Protocol.has. also in Article 1(3) removed the geographic limitations
for the application of the 1951 Convention. These two amendments
have made the 1951 Geneva Convention on Refugees universal in
character.

.A r~fugee is thus a person who is outside the country of his
n~tIonalIty or ,;ho, not having a nationality is outside the country of
hIS f~r~e2r habitual residence and lacks the protection of the country
of ongm, When a person due to fear of persecution moves out from
the protection of the State of his nationality or habitual residence
and seeks asylum elsewhere, the State which grants him asylum (First
Country of Asylum) and recognises his status as a refugee, is required
to provide him the minimum protection as enshrined in the 1951
Gene:a Convention. Consequently, in lieu of the Country of Origin
the First Country of Asylum would provide and grant him basic or
minimum civil rights. The OAU Convention Governing the Specific
Aspects .of Refug~~ Problems in Africa (1969) besides providing a
much ':Ider definition on "refugee" provides in some cases, better
protection to the refugees in comparison with the 19$1 Geneva
Convention.

III. Measures and Strategies for the Protection of Refugees

A refugee whether he is in the first country of asylum or in
transit, or in the receiving country for resettlement has the right to
enjoy certain basic civil rights. Article 14(1) of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights states that : "Everyone has the right to seek and
to enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution". The preamble

1. Emphasis added.
2. The term "Country of Origin" in this paper refers to the State from which a mass exodus has

taken place.
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the 1951 Convention R.elating ~o the S.tat~ of Refugees provides
to ."1be High Contracting Parties considering that the Charter of
that United Nations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
the roved on 10 December 1948 by the General Assembly have
aPl' ed the principle that human beings shall enjoy fundamental
~ and freedoms without discrimination... and endeavoured to
ng re refugees the widest possible exercise of these fundamental:;:ts and freedoms". A victim of persecution or an individual possessing

-well-founded fear of being persecuted" has the right to seek asylum
other countries and claim the status of a "refugee" under the

9S1 Geneva Convention. If the asylum-seeker fulfils the criteria
• . ed in the definition of the 1951 Geneva Convention and its

t961 Protocol thereto, then the first country of asylu~ is req~ired
recognise the person's status as a refugee and grant him the rights

and protection as stated under the Convention.
The rights and protection to be afforded or granted to the refugee
a State are obligatory not only under the 1951 Geneva Convention

but also under the customary international law and general principles
n:cognised by the civilized nations. A State, party to the 1951 Geneva
Convention and its 1967 Protocol thereto, is obliged to grant the
protection and rights to the refugees as described in the instrume~ts.3
Refugee problems of course existed prior to the 1951 Convention.
Even then refugees enjoyed asylum and certain protection and rights
&om the State of asylum mainly under customary internaltional law.
'The 1951 Geneva Convention has primarily codified the previous and

. ting international Conventions, international custom a~d ~eneral
principles of law on the international legal rights and obhgatIons of

gees. For this reason, the States which are not parties to ~he
951 Geneva Convention and its 1967 protocol thereto, and which

hos~ thousands of refugees, grant them due protection and. rights
Under the customary international law and general principles of law
l'eCognisedby civilized nations.

An important study on refugee law done by At1~ Grahl-Madsen
tates that" "Refugees have been inextricably involved m--:and aff~cted

by-the development of certain branches of (custom~I?') mternatlon~l
. They were involved in the development of the right of asylum,

Under Article 42 of the 1951 Geneva Convention a contracting State may at the time of signa~ure,
ratification or accession make reservations to Articles of the Convention other than to Articles

1,3, (16(1),33,36 to 46 inclusive.
Aile Grahl.Madsen • The Status of Refugees in International Law (Vol. I), (A.W.

Sijthoff.Leyden, 1966), p. 42, 45-46.
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